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HOT
TOPIC
Yamaha made headlines at the 2014 EICMA Yamaha
Global Press Premiere in Milan. The entire 2015 Yamaha
Dakar Rally Team rider line-up was present to unveil the
2015 WR250F (starting at 08:24), but that wasn’t all. Saving
the best for last, Yamaha’s president Mr. Hiroyuki Yanagi
introduced the biggest launch of the year: the brand new
YZF-R1 and YZF-R1M models (starting at 41:13). The new
Yamaha superbikes where ridden on stage by Valentino
Rossi and Jorge Lorenzo (starting at 46:47), who held
a Q&A session to answer some of the burning questions
that were on everybody’s mind.
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WE R1
The new YZF-R1 is here…
The next generation Superbike follows
directly in the footsteps of the YZR-M1
so there was no rider better suited to
help develop it than Valentino Rossi.
Project leader Norihiko Fujiwara thought
exactly the same and got the nine-time World
Champion involved during the whole
process. Together they created a machine
that re-writes the rulebook with its
advanced technology and racing spirit.
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SPECTACULAR
SHOWDOWN
Yamaha finished the 2014 season in style: Jorge Lorenzo won at Motegi,
Valentino Rossi topped an all Yamaha podium at Phillip Island, and
the teammates scored their eighth double podium of the season at Sepang.
These achievements made it clear that the battle for second in the
championship would be between the two. It went to the wire and in the end
it was the Doctor who came out victorious. He closed the season with a
strong second place, while Lorenzo was forced to retire due to tyre issues.
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OPEN
CATEGORY
WORLD
CHAMPION
Aleix Espargaro is the first rider in history to win the World
Championship of the Open category! The NGM Forward
Racing rider dominated throughout the season, with
highlights including a pole position at Assen and a podium
finish at Aragon. He finished seventh in the overall standings,
45 points ahead of his closest open class rival.
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KIARA
TAKES TO
THE TRACK
Kiara Fontanesi swapped mud for tarmac recently.
The three time FIM Women’s Motocross World Champion
tried an R6 for some fun on a smoother surface during
the races at Varano in Italy. She just missed out on
the points but had a nice style and some good fun before
returning to her beloved YZ250F.
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EXTREME
ENDURANCE
Yamaha is ready for the 2015 Dakar. Riders Olivier Pain, Michael Metge and
Alessandro Botturi will start the toughest endurance race in the world on
their WR450 Rally, competing against 161 other riders. This year’s will be in
loop format. The course starts on the 4th of January in Buenos Aires and ends
in the same city on January the 17th. The riders travel over 9.000 kilometres
and climb more than 8.000 metres in total during their quest through
Argentina, Chile and Bolivia.
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MR. POPULAR
Jeremy Van Horebeek is quite a popular guy around the MXGP paddock, but did you know
he was also invited to meet the king of Belgium after the Motocross of Nations? The King
probably heard that the MX rider was nominated for ‘Sportsman of the Year’ by Belgian
multimedia brand Sporza. To celebrate the talent of Jerre and other Yamaha offroad riders,
Yamaha Racing produced a video of their best moments of the 2014 season. “Genieten!”
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SECOND
FOR RUTTER
AT MACAU
Milwaukee Yamaha’s Michael Rutter claimed second place at
the Macau Motorcycle Grand Prix on the 15th of November.
The Brit had a slow start from second place, but kept his
head down and was soon back in his original position.
He chased down the race leader on China’s famous street
track, but lost time when he clipped a wall with his YZF-R1.
This put him under pressure from nearing rivals, but Rutter
fought hard and held second place to the line.
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ON THE 23RD OF SEPTEMBER KIARA FONTANESI
WAS APPLAUDED AT THE FIM GALA FOR WINNING
HER THIRD CONSECUTIVE WMX TITLE, NOW
THE ITALIAN STAR IS ALREADY FULLY FOCUSED ON
SECURING THE NEXT TITLE. SHE SHARED WITH US
HER VIEWS ON THE LEVEL OF HER COMPETITION,
WHAT SACRIFICES SHE MADE FOR HER CAREER AND
WHAT IT TAKES FOR GIRLS TO BECOME JUST LIKE HER.

KEEP THEM
COMING
You had an amazing season.
You looked comfortable leading
races with your YZ250F and
made overtaking look easy.
What makes you and the bike
such a strong team?

“Sometimes winning races easy and
sometimes it is not. In the sand it is much
easier, when the track is more destroyed,
so you can pass more. When the track is
not destroyed it is a lot more difficult to
pass, but in the sand I can make the
difference. It’s not hard to pass with my
Yamaha. Light riders are a little more
difficult because when riders are much
lighter they’re fast, but once I arrive
to the back of them, it’s not that difficult
to overtake them.”

Read THE FULL INTERVIEW »
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BROC
IS BACK
Broc Parkes will join Josh Brookes
in the Milwaukee Yamaha team
for 2015. After this year’s MotoGP and
WEC adventures, the Australian will
make his full MCE BSB Championship
debut, but he doesn’t come without
experience. He previously rode in MCE
BSB in 2009 as wildcard at Brands
Hatch where he scored a hat-trick of
second place finishes.
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LIGHTS,
CAMERA,
ACTION
Who better at doing his own stunts on film than Yamaha’s very own Tom Pagès?
On the 17th of November the FMX rider started filming with the FourohFour
film production crew for their latest dirt bike film called ‘Ride: World Elements’.
The film features some of the world’s best motocross, FMX, and Extreme
Enduro racers and will be released on the sixth of December.
Photography: Red Bull Content Pool
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IN THE
SPOTLIGHT
Glitz, glamour and press everywhere. On the 23rd
of September the crème de la crème of the
motorsport assembled at Jerez for the 2014 FIM
Gala. For those who are unfamiliar with the
concept, you could call it the Oscars for motorsport.
Everybody who is anybody in the world of racing
was present. Some familiar faces included WMX
winner Kiara Fontanesi, heroes of the WEC; the
GMT94 team, and General Manager Marco Riva
who received the Environment Award on behalf
of Yamaha Motor Racing.
Photography: FIM
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SUPERCROSS
STADIUM
Justin Barcia has joined the Toyota/Yamaha/JGRMX Team for the AMA-SX
2015 and 2016 seasons and the switch is already paying off. The Stadium
Pierre Mauroy was full of noise and people for the Supercross de Paris-Lille
when the American put on a great show and rode his Yamaha YZ450F to
a second place podium finish in the King of Paris-Lille 2014.
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SENTIMENTAL
SNAPSHOTS
2014 was another amazing year for Yamaha. There have been many great
moments and we can’t thank Yamaha fans enough for their support. They say
pictures say a thousand words so, to express our gratitude, we gathered some
of the best images from this year. Thank you for an amazing year.
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The YZF-R1 displayed on the image is shown in racing specification. The standard YZF-R1 motorcycle includes passenger foot pegs and licence plate holder.

The living, breathing heart of the new MotoGP inspired YZF-R1 is ready to fuse with yours.
The super lightweight 998cc superbike’s 199kg body and 200ps mechanical soul are one
with its aluminium Deltbox frame. The YZF-R1’s M1 inspired electronic sensors and controls
and next generation 6-axis IMU give you total control to let your emotions ride free.
The motorcycle is the rider, the rider is the motorcycle. Yamaha R1. We R1

www.yamaha-motor.eu

Follow us on

